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Sunday 22nd March 2020 

Parent guidance for home learning  

Due to the required school closures from Monday 23rd March as part of the Government’s ongoing 

response to coronavirus, your child will be asked to learn from home.  

We have been working hard to prepare home learning resources for each year group which are 

outlined below along with a message from each teacher.  

Dear Year 4 parents,  

On Friday your child was given a school work book and some resources to take home. Additional 

work and materials have been uploaded to the school website: 

https://woottonprimaryschool.co.uk/ and can be found under the Classes tab on the homepage. 

These will continue to be updated over the next few weeks. 

What should I be doing each day?  

As a suggested daily “timetable” we would recommend aiming to complete: 

 one Maths activity  

 one Writing or Spelling activity  

 one Reading activity 

 Plus one topic based activity.  

This could include web-based learning on one of the websites listed below, work downloaded from 

the school website or sent home, or practical activities at home or out in parts of your local area 

which are suitable to visit under current guidelines. 

Maths 

Please try to have a daily practice of times tables – you could use the ttrockstars website for this: 

https://ttrockstars.com/ 

Our next Maths topic is addition and subtraction. The children will need to: 

- Add and subtract 1s, 10s, 100s and 1000s thinking about their place value 

- Add and subtract numbers with up to 4-digits, using both mental methods, and those using 

concrete or drawn resources, and the formal column methods 
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- Estimate answers (is it “sensible”?) and check using inverse operations 

- Solve 2-step problems in different contexts, choosing which operations and methods to use 

and why 

On the school website you will find a resource pack with questions, activities and resources covering 

all these elements named: Year 4 addition and subtraction 

I will send out the next topic at a later date if is required. If you complete this work and would like to 

move on sooner, please let me know.  

 

Writing and Spelling 

Year 4 spelling words have been uploaded to the website under: Year 4 spelling words. You could 

choose some of these to practice each week, find definitions for any unknown words, and practice 

writing the words on their own and in sentences. 

In writing our current focus has been on descriptive writing and persuasive writing, alongside 

creating coherent and effective stories. 

In Year 4 we are looking for:  

- mostly accurate spelling, with children checking their own work and using a dictionary to 

correct errors  

- accurate use of basic punctuation (full stops, capital letters, question marks, exclamation 

marks), plus apostrophes and speech marks where required 

- use of paragraphs to “chunk” writing 

- a range of different conjunctions to join or begin sentences – when, if, because, although 

- use of rich description and detail to help build a picture in the reader’s mind 

- joined handwriting 

In order for them to continue their writing development, the children could: 

- write a persuasive letter about something they feel strongly about – animal rights, 

environmental issues, extra playtime / PE / Art at school…! 

- visit https://www.onceuponapicture.co.uk/ for some beautiful inspirational images to 

stimulate writing. Can the children describe an image? Make up a short story based around 

an image?  

- re-tell the story of their favourite book in their own words 

- write their own diary for what they are getting up to each day 

- write a letter to one of their friends or their teacher to keep in touch! 

- Play some games on www.topmarks.co.uk to practise spellings 

- Use www.activelearnprimary.co.uk  (grammar bug) to practise grammar and punctuation. 
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Reading 

Please continue to hear your child read daily, either using books from home or via the Bug Club 

website: https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/login?c=0.  There are some additional creative 

reading activities you may wish to complete on the website under: Year 4 reading activities 

 

Other topic areas 

As well as our core subjects of English and Maths, it is also important to explore other topics. Feel 

free to set up your own creative project or look at the activities suggested below. If you can, try to 

get outside and stay active as much as possible too! 

Science: In Science we have been learning about the impact humans can have on their environment 

– both positive and negative. Your child could research the impact of different human actions using 

the information documents on the website (Climate change, deforestation, oil spills) or the internet. 

Perhaps they could produce a newspaper report about the effects (template on site), or choose their 

own way to present this information (persuasive poster, art work, song….). Or they could consider 

the question: Should we have zoos?  

Art and DT: This half-term we have been looking at The Spirit of the Rainforest, creating colourful 

works inspired by the exotic plants and creatures found there. We were also planning rainforest 

dioramas (models) using shoeboxes to show the different layers of the rainforest. You could have a 

go at either of these at home, or set up your own creative project based around your own interests. 

You could also look at leaf printing, and creating different repeating patterns using natural materials 

and motifs.  
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Geography: Year 4 have been learning all about the rainforest. Our next step is to think about how 

to help protect the rainforests from further destruction. Have a look at the Rang-Tan advert here:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQQXstNh45g. Can you think of a way to persuade people to 

take better care of our environment. Could you make your own advert?  

Music: In year 4 we have been looking at making music in response to different images and given 

starting points. Using an image from https://www.onceuponapicture.co.uk/ can you have a go at 

composing a piece based on the picture? Use your purple mash login and click on 2sequence to 

make a layered piece using different instrumental sounds. (You may want to use headphones for this 

task!) 

PE: It is important that we all try and stay active during this time. In PE the children have been 

working on ball skills. This is something that you could try in the garden. We also enjoy dancing to 

different music – try gonoodle on youtube for a laugh for the whole family! 

 

Useful websites 

Bug Club and Grammar Club - https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/login?c=0 

Times Tables Rockstars - https://ttrockstars.com/ 

Purple Mash -  https://www.purplemash.com/login/ 

Phonics play -  https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/freeIndex.htm 

Twinkl – (some free resources) - https://www.twinkl.co.uk/ 

Once Upon a Picture (writing inspiration) – https://www.onceuponapicture.co.uk/ 

Top Marks Education - www.topmarks.co.uk  

BBC Bitesize KS2- www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize 

 

You can also access the curriculum objectives for Year 4 on the school website under the Classes tab.  

 

Please feel free to email year4@woottonpri.iow.sch.uk . We would love to see what all the children 

are up to and can offer additional support and advice with your home learning if needed.  

 

Stay safe everybody and take care, 

Miss Paterson and the Year 4 team  
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